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Co-founders

Born in Santa Monica, Logan feels right at home coaching at DEUCE Gym. With a background in collegiate (University of San Diego) and professional 
(San Diego Padres) baseball, Logan is used to high performance, heavy workloads, and accountability. Luckily, Logan was blessed enough to work with 
world renowned strength and conditioning coaches, sports psychologists, and nutritionists during his career. It’s during this time that the seeds were 
sown for the belief system that led him to both the CrossFit Games and Strongman Nationals. These experiences guide his coaching today. Forever a 
“student of the game,” Logan is always looking to strengthen and question his understanding of humans. Today his work includes his best-selling book, 
“Going Right: A Logical Justification for Pursuing Your Dreams”, and diverse offerings of education in leadership and group dynamics via the Hold the 
Standard™ Summit and Hold the Standard™ Podcast, and consultancy.

Logan gelbrich @functionalcoach

Campbell has been working in both the fitness and nonprofit industries since 2018 after serving a ten-year sentence in Texas State Prison. During his 
incarceration, Campbell realized that there was much about himself he did not like, however training showed him that he could change if he set an 
intention and applied work. This realization led him on an obsessive quest to become the best version of himself he possibly could through subjecting 
himself to stress and challenge. He believes fitness is the relentless pursuit of growth. Today, he is passionate about using his unique life experiences 
to relate to and empower others. It is his mission to help others discover their inner strength so that they might realize the fullest expression of 
themselves. He uses movement as an effective place to start the conversation and believes in showing up 100 percent for the people he serves. It is 
his drive that led him to Los Angeles to develop and train at the best gym in the world and provide similar opportunities for others like him.

Campbell Lillard @campbell.lillard



Our Purpose

DEUCE Community Inc. will utilize exposure to 
developmental leadership environments to 
empower individuals who are system, substance, 
and housing impacted with both the technical 
skills and changes in perspective that will 
sustain their limitless success in the world.



WE BELIEVE all 
people have 
unrealized 
potential.



WE create 
developmental 
environments that 
progressively 
challenge people to 
take more 
responsibility and 
ownership.



shared leadership 
offers not just an 
empowered life, 
but a life of 
rigorous 
responsibility.



Value
System

COMMUNITY

TRUST

LEADERSHIP

WILLINGNESS

PERFORMANCE

LIFESTYLE



Partners



How we
Develop leaders

∞

The creation of developmental leadership environments requires the right depth of challenge

Growth can only happen with friction

We identify an edge and find a manageable way to push it in a safe environment. 

We drive leadership adaptation through the “fitness” container at DEUCE Gym. 

These transferrable skills are then applied to our interns interests: 
entrepreneurship, food service, arts, fitness, etc.



Developmental
environments

Professional & Personal Development00 ∞WHERE THEY ARE WHERE THEY WANT TO BE

DEPTH OF CHALLENGE

DEPTH OF CHALLENGE

DEPTH OF CHALLENGE

The creation of developmental leadership environments 
requires the right depth of challenge.



Our services
Lived-experience mentorship Leadership development ENTREPRENEURIAL development

A WHOLISTIC AND 
SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY

Structured mentorship with 
someone who has overcome 
similar obstacles to find 
success and purpose. This 
includes:

• Deep relationships
• Case management 
• Structured feedback 
• Check-ins 

• Online Courses
• In-Person Coaching
• Group accountability

• Online Courses
• In-Person Coaching

• Membership into 
Supportive Community 

• Paradigm Shift
• Group Accountability
• Mental Health Services
• Housing Opportunities



Intern 
spotlight
jose entrepreneur

• DEUCE Gym Intern 
• Completed a 16-year prison sentence 
• Successful entrepreneur – Clean Slate Mobile Details

“You develop this fixed mindset for so long,” Jose recalled. “You
embody that character.”

That fixed mindset stayed with him even until the early days in his
internship with us. It wasn’t until he understood that his life
experience didn’t make him incompatible with the world, but rather
that his skillset primed him for dramatic success would he shed his
fixed mentality.

READ HIS FULL STORY

https://deucecommunity.org/blogs/news/teen-with-a-16-year-prison-sentence-becomes-successful-entrepreneur


Intern 
spotlight
Lev food service professional

• DEUCE Gym Intern 
• Finishing an 8-year prison sentence 
• Skilled Professional – Food Service

Pursuing a career in culinary arts with the intent of learning as much
as possible and one day returning to his native country, Ukraine, to
help rebuild and start a restaurant.

“The conversations, compassion, love, support, and tools I’ve gotten at
DEUCE have been transformative.”



Intern 
spotlight

“I was helpless, I never thought I would get out. I had no belief in
myself to do anything right.” Served 15 years, due to SB260 he was
able to come up for parole review.

“DEUCE Community has helped me maintain the momentum I had
getting out. Being embraced by the community has made me feel like
a person.”

raul tattoo artist

• DEUCE Gym Intern 
• Sentenced to 15 years to life at for murder when he was 16 years old
• Skilled Professional – Tattoo Artist



Intern 
spotlight

DEUCE Community’s first intern, David Gonzales, is living his best life 
and helping rebuild others.

Watch his story to see the impact of DEUCE Community Inc..

David fitness entrepreneur

• Former DEUCE Gym Intern
• DEUCE Gym Lived-Experience Mentor
• Completed a 15-year prison sentence 
• Skilled Professional – Fitness Coach & Consultant

WATCH DAVID’S STORY

https://youtu.be/t_1405X5_40
https://youtu.be/t_1405X5_40


Resources

deucecommunity.org @deucecommunitying @DEUCECommunity

https://deucecommunity.org/
https://www.instagram.com/deucecommunityinc/
https://www.facebook.com/DEUCECommunity
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